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Why study in Manchester? Part I
Cultural, historic and quirky; Manchester has fast become one of Britain’s
most popular destinations. Whether for work or play, more and more people are
paying our vibrant city a visit, and choosing to make it their home.

Manchester is also known across the world as a great place to study. Home to
respected universities with renowned alumni, such as Benedict Cumberbatch and
Professor Brian Cox, students are in good company as they follow in the footsteps
of Nobel Laureates and innovators such as Alan Turing, who continue to make
a real difference to the world.

But, this isn’t the only reason why you should choose Manchester to study,
there are many, many more…
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Diverse and multicultural

From hosting numerous cultural events and festivals, to countless restaurants
serving food from a huge range of cultures, Manchester is a city that encourages
its residents to embrace diversity and try something new. There is even an entire
section of the city centre dedicated to Asian cuisine: China Town.

In Manchester, students from all over the world come together to study and
explore, giving them the opportunity to meet people they may otherwise have
never encountered.
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Insider tip! “As a big city, Manchester can provide the daily needs for
international students; for example, the Manchester China Town has all
necessary goods for Asians, especially Chinese, students” –Chen Shen, MSc

Business Analysis and Strategic Management, Class of 2014, MBS.
Friendly and welcoming

Manchester is known for its warm and outgoing locals, in contrast to other large
cities which are often perceived as being less than welcoming.

Not only that,

but the city has a more relaxed pace than many large city centres, such as London,
with easy access to green spaces where you can grab a little peace and quiet.
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One of our former students, Yueyao Wu, MSc Accounting and Finance, Class of
2014, found the balance perfect:

“The best thing about living in Manchester is the convenience of our daily
life, combining advantages of both city and smalltown life. The campus,
supermarket, gym, railway station and shopping centre are located within
walking distance. However, it is not as noisy and disordered as other large
cities.”

Cost of living
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Compared to many other large cities, the cost of living in Manchester is, on
a whole, quite affordable. From accommodation to travel, most daily essentials
are reasonably priced, so you shouldn’t have to dig too deep into your bank
account.

Insider tip! “It is worth mentioning about the taxis, which are so cheap if
you pre-order them”

超牛逼雅思寫作用法總整理
1. 拜訪 N pay N a visit/ pay a visit to N
2. 以 N(身分)著名 be known as N
3. N 的所在地 be home to N
4. 追隨 N 的腳步 follow in the footsteps of N
5. 持續去做… continue to VR
6. 致力於/ 奉獻於 be dedicated to N/ V-ing
7. 提供 provide 物 for; to 人/ provide 人 with 物
8. 以 N(物產)著名 be known for N
9. 相較於 N in contrast to N
10. 被視為 N be perceived as N
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11. 相較於 N compared with/ to N, S + V…
12. 大致上來說 on a whole
13. N 被合理定價的 N be reasonably priced …
14. 深入了解 N/ 深挖入 N dig deep into N
15. N 值得 V-ing N be worth V-ing
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